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Although
much
of
Transformers was shot on location,
several sets were built at the former
aircraft hangars in Playa Vista that
have played host to a number of
studio productions. Transformers'
stage sets included a secret government facility that holds Megatron
while he is still in cryogenic stasis
(from the Arctic prologue). "We
built Megatron from the waist
down and ILM added the upper
half," recalls Ryan. "Michael wanted
to be able to photograph the lighting units, so we built 12 Art-Decostyle lighting clusters, each consisting of six MolePars. Above
Megatron I put eight Mac 2000
motorized lights, which we could
quickly reset as keylights, down-

lights or backlights. On the day, we
also used a couple of IOKs, one as a
key through a diffusion frame, the
other as a hard edge."
Back on location, a huge
freeway chase scene showcases
Optimus Prime as he takes on a
bus-swatting Decepticon named
Bonecrusher. The filmmakers used
a special rig, dubbed the "BayBuster," which was originally built
for the director during Bad Boys II
by special-effects supervisor John
Frazier. "It's a 3/4-ton truck driven
by a stunt driver that has a cowcatcher type of attachment on the
front and roll cages all around that
house fixed remote cameras,' says
Tomita. "It can drive through anything and flip other cars and debris

Above:
Crewmembers
add some
finishing
touches to the
chaos and
mayhem on a
street set.
According to
Ryan, "The
challenge was
preparing and
lighting for 30foot robots that
weren't there on
set." Below: The
camera dollies
rapidly to
capture a
dynamic shot of
a special-effects
explosion.
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